
The 2017 Fringe hit comedy musical returns, with new songs, new
gags and a professional cast!

The year is 2030. Supreme dictator Donald Trump has brought society to the
brink. As resistance grows, a reckoning must come. Will the Mexican Resistance
find their way home? Will the last remnants of ISIS finally have their revenge? Is
Arnold Schwarzenegger really a robot, or just that good an actor? Find out on an
all-singing, all-dancing, parody musical journey through the desolate wasteland
of future America, featuring affectionate parodies of Disney, musical and pop
classics.

Trump’d! has previously enjoyed a sold-out run at the ADC theatre in
Cambridge in May 2016. This was followed up by a full run at the 2017 Fringe,
attracting 5 and 4 star reviews, a cumulative audience of over 3000 people, and
coverage in TIME magazine, The Guardian, The Scotsman, The New York Times,
The Times, and BBC News.

Two Thirds Comedy was founded by students at Cambridge University. Their
first performance at the Fringe was in 2016, with the original sketch show 23,
Please, and this was followed up by last year’s student production of Trump’d!
This year they present their first professional production, touring to the
Edinburgh Fringe, as well as venues in Watford and London in September.

The show is written, directed and produced by former Cambridge Footlight
Adam Woolf and co-written by Aron Carr and Joshua Peters. Choreography
comes from Bless Klepcharek (BA theatre dance, London studio centre; Britain’s
Got Talent semi-finalist with Bollywest Fusion; Dancer in La Traviata directed by
Richard Eyre at the Royal Opera House) and Musical Direction is by Ted Mackey
(BA Music, University of Cambridge). The role of Donald Trump is reprised by
Jack Bolton, following rave reviews at last year’s festival. The rest of cast consists
of emerging and established professionals including leads Leigh Stevenson
(Central School of Speech and Drama; NewsRevue; Fantastic Beasts; Eastenders)
and Bianca Kenna (American Academy of Dramatic Arts).

‘Utterly ridiculous, silly beyond belief, Trump’d! is comedy gold’
★★★★★ EdFringeReview.com

‘Genius’ ★★★★★ Varsity

★★★★ EdFestMag.com

www.trumpd.co.uk

Creative Team and Cast Biographies
https://stage.mandy.com/uk/theatre-professional/profile/adam-woolf
https://www.spotlight.com/0939-5617-9671
https://www.spotlight.com/0931-6723-1068
https://www.spotlight.com/8419-6726-9271
https://www.spotlight.com/4816-3428-4880
https://www.biancakenna.com
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ten word blurb
Following sell-out shows in 2017, Trump’d is back

twenty word blurb
The year is 2030. As supreme dictator, Donald Trump has brought society to
the brink. As resistance grows, a reckoning must come. ‘
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Following sell-out shows in 2017, Trump’d is back: The year is 2030. As
supreme dictator, Donald Trump has brought society to the brink. As
resistance grows, a reckoning must come. ‘Comedy Gold’ *****
(EdFringeReview.com) .‘Genius’ ***** (Varsity.co.uk). ****
fringe web blurb
Featured in TIME Magazine, BBC News, The Scotsman and The Times; the
sellout parody musical returns. The year is 2030. Supreme dictator Donald
Trump has brought society to the brink. As resistance grows, a reckoning
must come. Will the Mexican Resistance find their way home? Will the last
remnants of ISIS finally have their revenge? Is Arnold Schwarzenegger really
a robot, or just that good an actor? Find out on an all-singing, all-dancing,
parody musical journey through the desolate wasteland of future America.
‘Utterly ridiculous, silly beyond belief, Trump’d! is comedy gold’ *****
(EdFringeReview.com). ‘Genius’ *****  (Varsity.co.uk). ****
(EdFestMag.com).
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The 2017 Fringe hit comedy musical returns, with new songs, new
gags and a professional cast!

The year is 2030. Supreme dictator Donald Trump has brought society to the
brink. As resistance grows, a reckoning must come. Will the Mexican Resistance
find their way home? Will the last remnants of ISIS finally have their revenge? Is
Arnold Schwarzenegger really a robot, or just that good an actor? Find out on an
all-singing, all-dancing, parody musical journey through the desolate wasteland
of future America, featuring affectionate parodies of Disney, musical and pop
classics.

Trump’d! has previously enjoyed a sold-out run at the ADC theatre in
Cambridge in May 2016. This was followed up by a full run at the 2017 Fringe,
attracting 5 and 4 star reviews, a cumulative audience of over 3000 people, and
coverage in TIME magazine, The Guardian, The Scotsman, The New York Times,
The Times, and BBC News.

Two Thirds Comedy was founded by students at Cambridge University. Their
first performance at the Fringe was in 2016, with the original sketch show 23,
Please, and this was followed up by last year’s student production of Trump’d!
This year they present their first professional production, touring to the
Edinburgh Fringe, as well as venues in Watford and London in September.

The show is written, directed and produced by former Cambridge Footlight
Adam Woolf and co-written by Aron Carr and Joshua Peters. Choreography
comes from Bless Klepcharek (BA theatre dance, London studio centre; Britain’s
Got Talent semi-finalist with Bollywest Fusion; Dancer in La Traviata directed by
Richard Eyre at the Royal Opera House) and Musical Direction is by Ted Mackey
(BA Music, University of Cambridge). The role of Donald Trump is reprised by
Jack Bolton, following rave reviews at last year’s festival. The rest of cast consists
of emerging and established professionals including leads Leigh Stevenson
(Central School of Speech and Drama; NewsRevue; Fantastic Beasts; Eastenders)
and Bianca Kenna (American Academy of Dramatic Arts).

‘Utterly ridiculous, silly beyond belief, Trump’d! is comedy gold’
★★★★★ EdFringeReview.com

‘Genius’ ★★★★★ Varsity

★★★★ EdFestMag.com

www.trumpd.co.uk

Creative Team and Cast Biographies
https://stage.mandy.com/uk/theatre-professional/profile/adam-woolf
https://www.spotlight.com/0939-5617-9671
https://www.spotlight.com/0931-6723-1068
https://www.spotlight.com/8419-6726-9271
https://www.spotlight.com/4816-3428-4880
https://www.biancakenna.com

Trump’d!
The 2017 fringe hit comedy musical returns, with new songs,
new gags and a professional cast!
The year is 2030. Supreme dictator Donald Trump has brought
society to the brink. As resistance grows, a reckoning must come.
Will the Mexican Resistance find their way home? Will the last
remnants of ISIS finally have their revenge? Is Arnold
Schwarzenegger really a robot, or just that good an actor? Find out
on an all-singing, all-dancing, parody musical journey through the
desolate wasteland of future America, featuring affectionate parodies
of Disney, musical and pop classics.
Trump’d! has previously enjoyed a sold-out run at the ADC theatre in
Cambridge in May 2016. This was followed up by a full run at the
2017 fringe, attracting 5 and 4 star reviews, a cumulative audience of
over 3000 people, and coverage in TIME magazine, The Guardian,
The Scotsman, The NY Times, The Times, and BBC News. Two
Thirds Comedy was founded by students at Cambridge University.
Their first performance at the Fringe was in 2016, with the original
sketch show 23, Please, and this was followed up by last year’s
student production of Trump’d! This year they present their first
professional production, touring to the Edinburgh Fringe, as well as
venues in Watford and London in September.
The show is written, directed and produced by former Cambridge
Footlight Adam Woolf and co-written by Aron Carr and Joshua
Peters. Choreography comes from Bless Klepcharek (BA theatre
dance, London studio centre; Britain’s Got Talent semi-finalist with
Bollywest Fusion; Dancer in La Traviata directed by Richard Eyre at
the Royal Opera House) and Musical Direction is by Ted Mackey
(BA Music, University of Cambridge).
The role of Donald Trump is reprised by Jack Bolton, following rave
reviews at last year’s festival. The rest of cast consists of emerging
and established professionals including leads Leigh Stevenson
(Central School of Speech and Drama; NewsRevue; Fantastic
Beasts; Eastenders) and Bianca Kenna (American Academy of
Dramatic Arts).
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